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MOTHER NATURE IS IN FASHION
for 2022 KITCHEN and BATH STYLES
by Karen LeBlanc

“Zen Kitchen” (Iris Apfel/Café appliances)

Disco-inspired kitchen (Iris Apfel/Café appliances)

F

rom the runway to the room,

dominant trend in home decor, express-

design trends for the home often

ing itself in the kitchen with natural

take cues from the catwalk. At the

materials. Café appliances offered up an

2022 Kitchen & Bath Industry

edgier interpretation of the aesthetic.

Show (KBIS), held in Orlando, couture

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting

inspired some of the latest kitchen and bath

called out fashion’s influence in its 2022

styles. Fashion influences were evident in

trend report, labeling it as the “Haute

color palettes, finishes, fixtures and appli-

Kitchen.”

ances from Smeg’s Dolce & Gabbana Divina

The National Kitchen and Bath Asso-

Kitchen to octogenarian style icon Iris

ciation released its 2022 Design Trends

Apfel’s collaboration with Café appliances.
The trade show is collectively known

Report giving credit to Mother Nature for
Smeg’s Dolce & Gabbana Divina Kitchen

as Design & Construction Week, bringing

the latest looks. “Biophilia is a big buzzword in design and continues to gain trac-

together the Kitchen & Bath Industry

with black and white desert-patterned

tion with many overarching trends this

Show (KBIS) and the International Build-

wallpaper and a hammered chrome range

year stemming from natural design

ers Show (IBS) with approximately 1,200

hood. Cafe’s disco-inspired kitchen featured

styles,” says Tricia Zach, NKBA Head of

exhibitors.

three large, mirrored balls, a terrazzo

Research. “Millennials love organic styles

Café’s booth featured three striking

island, and colorful geometric printed

and are driving that style. That’s why we

kitchen vignettes that drew crowds for its

wallpaper with a tri-color tiled back-

are seeing the needle shift toward natural

maximalist looks. Apfel expressed her

splash.

elements.”

signature style in a bold mix of pattern,

glowed with emerald greens and a jewel-

With fashion and mother nature’s

color and texture, thematically arranged.

toned tiled range hood and backsplash

influences driving kitchen and bath style

A “Zen Kitchen” featured earth-toned

paired with black cabinetry and plant-

in 2022, here are the latest trend take-

neutrals and light wood cabinetry paired

patterned wallpaper. Biophilic design is a

aways from KBIS 2022.
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A

biophilic-inspired

kitchen
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more windows and natural light. Homeown-

its non-porous surface and sanitary prop-

ers are opting for deeper lower cabinets

erties. Large format tile and slabs with

instead of the upper cabinets,” Zach notes.

less grout to trap dirt and bacteria are pop-

“Many people are wanting less upper/
wall cabinets these days and more draw-

Wooden
sinks by
Szkilnik
Design

ular surface and flooring options as well
as easy-to-clean textured laminates.

ers rather than base cabinets,” LaRue

Touchless faucets help keep kitchens

adds. She says many kitchen remodel

clean along with auto-sensing monitors

projects are adding additional windows or

and temperature heating elements that

BIOPHILIC DESIGN:

replacing the kitchen sink window with a

kill germs.

While clean, minimalistic, modern and

larger double- or triple-wide window.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:

contemporary styles have staying power,
Mother Nature is the most influential trend-

STATEMENT RANGE HOODS:

setter for 2022. The NKBA Design Trends

The range hood becomes the canvas for

and baths smarter with more integration

Report sees organic styles gaining popu-

artistic expression in the latest kitchen

into living spaces. NKBA says a third of its

larity with natural and lighter wood tones

looks. “Venting hoods will be used as a

surveyed kitchen projects made use of

and light wood stains that show the grain.

focal point in the kitchen with both stain-

integrated technology for customizable

“I’m seeing a lot of neutral colors with

less steel and wood being popular choices,”

solutions.

wood accents or wood vanities for a natural/

Technology continues to make kitchens

Zach explains.

Some experts see this integrated tech-

organic feel,” notes Kelley LaRue, interior

John Michael Kitchens debuted an

nology drawing more brain power from

designer, Chinburg Builders. “I think we’ll

oversized matte gold range hood that

artificial intelligence. “One of the biggest

continue to see this return to nature. Peo-

made a sculptural statement in its kitchen

things we are noticing is the incorpora-

ple are drawn to natural materials that

vignette that earned a Best of KBIS award.

tion of artificial intelligence,” says Michael

enhance the human connection to nature

the

Sloan, CEO, John Michael Kitchens.

and promote calm, peaceful environments.

design potential of range hoods with its cus-

“Examples include faucets that can pro-

They also provide a tactile experience and

tom-crafted collection of metal range hoods

duce multiple types of water from carbon-

age and patina beautifully over time.”

in color combinations of white and gold,

ated to flat with a wave of the hand. I’m

black and brass, silver and gold, including

also seeing washing machines that can

an eye-catching brass bubble design.

help you better remove stains, and coun-

The biophilic aesthetic brings organic
features into a space with natural finishes,

Thompson

Traders

unleashed

warm hues, wood tones, and plenty of tex-

tertops that you can cook directly on with

ture. Envision natural wood, leathered

induction cooking.”

granite, butcher block wood, indoor plants,
furnishings. I saw a lot of products that

BLUE AND GREEN COLOR
PALETTES:

capture this down-to-earth look, includ-

Bold colors speak a common design lan-

ing wooden sinks by Szkilnik Design,

guage with this year’s trending kitchen

Barncraft’s live edge barn doors, and stone

and bath styles. Deep blues, shades of

vessel sinks.

green, and black color surfaces, walls, art-

cane and sea grass textures, and rattan

John Michael Kitchens

work, cabinets, vanities and fabric accents.

MORE LIGHT AND LESS
UPPER CABINETS:

SANITARY SURFACES:

the all-white and gray colors that have

A desire for more natural light in the kitchen

The sanitary surface is more of a lifestyle

dominated decor for some time. “We are

is prompting many homeowners to elimi-

shift than a trend thanks to COVID,

using color in the kitchen and bath to suit

nate upper cabinets to make way for win-

which made many of us more mindful

individual lifestyles and bring joy. Greens

dows. “Some of the latest kitchen designs

about cleanliness. NKBA sees a strong

and blues add warmth and draw inspira-

remove the upper cabinets to make room for

demand for quartz countertops because of

tion from nature,” Zach says.
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Blues and greens in all shades replace
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At KBIS, deep blues and sage greens

make more room or access a storage or

were popular hues on appliances, cabinets

dressing area,” Zach says.

and backsplashes. True Residential debuted
the color sage, a new gray/green finish as a
semi-neutral in its refrigeration appliances.
“Sage can add a bit of spice to any design
scheme while also serving to infuse a space

Many of today’s bathroom designs also
Kohler's
Tone
Kitchen
Faucet
Collection

with a refreshing, peaceful ambiance,” says

with brushed gold or brass for visual con-

Chelsea McClaran, True Residential Brand

trast in lighting, cabinet pulls, door han-

Manager.

dles and plumbing fixtures.

maximize space by minimizing shower
glass to create wet rooms as all-in-one
water spaces. “I’m getting a lot of requests
for wet rooms/shower niches that don’t
require a door or curtain,” LaRue adds.
This “shower experience” is a big buzzword in design and refers to the integration

Other examples of companies going

Examples of this trending color duo at

of technology for spa-like and entertain-

bold with greens and blues include North-

KBIS included Kohler’s line of Tone

ment amenities. “Now the bathroom offers

ville Cabinetry’s imperial blue shaker-

kitchen faucets in matte black and brass,

such an elevated experience mostly due to

style cabinet collection and ILVE’s Blue

and Kucht KNG’s collection of appliances

technology. I’m seeing coffee stations in

Majestic II range and hood.

in matte black and gold.

the bathroom, blowers aimed at drying

BLACK PAIRS WITH GOLD
AND BRASS:

BATHROOMS GET BIGGER:

mildew, and faucets that double as water

The bathroom footprint is growing in the

fountains,” Zach notes.

Matte black has dominated fixtures and

latest floor plans, according to the NKBA.

The NKBA sees showers getting larger

fittings, and to some extent appliances for

“People are wanting larger showers and

to accommodate two people and a bench

the last two years. In 2022, black pairs

are willing to remove or forgo a tub to

or seat with zero-clearance entry.

the shower spaces to prevent mold and
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BATHROOM COLOR POPS:
Although NKBA notes that the tub is
becoming a casualty of larger bathrooms,
I did see a critical mass of freestanding
tubs at KBIS adding pops of color, enough
to peg it as a trend.
Victoria + Albert’s freestanding tubs
and basins come with 199 customized color

Kohler Clawfoot Tub

choices in either gloss or matte. Aquabella
debuted a collection of contemporary-

in the bathroom from fixtures to fittings.

of our kitchens and baths. Warmer colors,

styled freestanding tubs in colorful faceted

The NKBA expects increased consumer

plenty of textures, and natural materials

designs. I also noticed the traditional

demand over the next three years for LED

counterbalance an infusion of technology

clawfoot tub making a comeback in mod-

lighting, EPA WaterSense fixtures, low-E

to ground these rooms with personality

ern interpretations including Kohler’s pur-

windows and doors, alternative energy-

and performance.

ple and black clawfoot tub.

efficient water heaters, VOC-free paint,

The NKBA sees whites and off whites

and radiant flooring.

as popular bathroom neutral color schemes
with accents of blues and greens for color.

THE TAKEAWAY:
Mother Nature continues to influence

SUSTAINABLE BATHROOMS:

kitchen and bath design as we make

Sustainability continues to drive choices

stronger connections to the outdoors inside
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Karen LeBlanc is host of The Design
Tourist series. She travels the globe
attending some of the world’s premiere
design events in search of the latest trends,
tastemakers and unique finds. Learn more
at thedesigntourist.com.

